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Racism in Venezuela: “People Who Never had a
Voice Now Have One and will Never Give it up
Again”
Interview with Venezuelan in Canada
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 Last night (April 25th) I gave a talk on some of what I had seen in Venezuela, March-April,
sharing photos and clips–with an emphasis of allowing people to hear voices our media
generally silences or pretends don’t exist.

In Q & A, the issue of discrimination and racism in Venezuela was raised. This eloquent
Venezuelan musician replied to the question so articulately, and disturbingly, that I asked
him to re-address it on camera after the event.

Do listen to his words not only on the racism that still exists (not only in Venezuela but in
media portrayal of Venezuelans), that in the 80s there actually was a crisis, unlike today,
and that the people won’t let their revolution end.

.

Excerpts:

“In 1999, for the 1st time every in any country in South America, a law was passed to not
discriminate against people of colour. People that never had a voice now have one and will
never give it up again. You can go to the remotest area in my country and everybody can
read. Everybody knows their rights and knows that their voice counts.”

“In Venezuela, its a racism that’s very alive, but hidden under class status. When you come
to Canada, you just don’t see Venezuelans that look like me, at all. Or even if you go to the
States, anywhere you go, you’re not gonna see Venezuelans that look like me.”

“What  the  Canadian  public,  the  American  public  and the  international  community  are
watching is a huge Hollywood show.”

“I have a challenge for anyone in the opposition to simply answer one question: What would
they do different? What is their plan? If they’re planning to go back to those great old days
(sarcasm), the people are not having it. Two million militias, old people, young people,
everybody knows what the United States is doing. My mother is 70, she’s about to join the
militia!”
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Eva Bartlett is a Canadian independent journalist and activist. She has spent years on the
ground covering conflict zones in the Middle East, especially in Syria and Palestine. She is a
recipient of the International Journalism Award for International Reporting. Eva recently
returned from a visit to Venezuela. She will be speaking in Hamilton on Monday April 29th.

Visit her personal blog, In Gaza, and support her work on Patreon.
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